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QUESTION 1

A database specialist was alerted that a production Amazon RDS MariaDB instance with 100 GB of storage was out of
space. In response, the database specialist modified the DB instance and added 50 GB of storage capacity. Three
hours later, a new alert is generated due to a lack of free space on the same DB instance. The database specialist
decides to modify the instance immediately to increase its storage capacity by 20 GB. 

What will happen when the modification is submitted? 

A. The request will fail because this storage capacity is too large. 

B. The request will succeed only if the primary instance is in active status. 

C. The request will succeed only if CPU utilization is less than 10%. 

D. The request will fail as the most recent modification was too soon. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_PIOPS.StorageTypes.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A ride-hailing application uses an Amazon RDS for MySQL DB instance as persistent storage for bookings. This
application is very popular and the company expects a tenfold increase in the user base in next few months. The
application 

experiences more traffic during the morning and evening hours. 

This application has two parts: 

An in-house booking component that accepts online bookings that directly correspond to simultaneous requests from
users. 

A third-party customer relationship management (CRM) component used by customer care representatives. The CRM
uses queries to access booking data. A database specialist needs to design a cost-effective database solution to
handle 

this workload. Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use Amazon ElastiCache for Redis to accept the bookings. Associate an AWS Lambda function to capture changes
and push the booking data to the RDS for MySQL DB instance used by the CRM. 

B. Use Amazon DynamoDB to accept the bookings. Enable DynamoDB Streams and associate an AWS Lambda
function to capture changes and push the booking data to an Amazon SQS queue. This triggers another Lambda
function that pulls data from Amazon SQS and writes it to the RDS for MySQL DB instance used by the CRM. 

C. Use Amazon ElastiCache for Redis to accept the bookings. Associate an AWS Lambda function to capture changes
and push the booking data to an Amazon Redshift database used by the CRM. 

D. Use Amazon DynamoDB to accept the bookings. Enable DynamoDB Streams and associate an AWS Lambda
function to capture changes and push the booking data to Amazon Athena, which is used by the CRM. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A Database Specialist is planning to create a read replica of an existing Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance.
When using the AWS Management Console to conduct this task, the Database Specialist discovers that the source
RDS DB instance does not appear in the read replica source selection box, so the read replica cannot be created. 

What is the most likely reason for this? 

A. The source DB instance has to be converted to Single-AZ first to create a read replica from it. 

B. Enhanced Monitoring is not enabled on the source DB instance. 

C. The minor MySQL version in the source DB instance does not support read replicas. 

D. Automated backups are not enabled on the source DB instance. 

Correct Answer: D 

>Your source DB instance must have backup retention enabled. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/APIReference/API_CreateDBInstanceRe adReplica.html
https://aws.amazon.com/rds/features/read-replicas/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A company stores session history for its users in an Amazon DynamoDB table. The company has a large user base and
generates large amounts of session data. 

Teams analyze the session data for 1 week, and then the data is no longer needed. A database specialist needs to
design an automated solution to purge session data that is more than 1 week old. 

Which strategy meets these requirements with the MOST operational efficiency? 

A. Create an AWS Step Functions state machine with a DynamoDB DeleteItem operation that uses the
ConditionExpression parameter to delete items older than a week. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon
CloudWatch Events) scheduled rule that runs the Step Functions state machine on a weekly basis. 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function to delete items older than a week from the DynamoDB table. Create an Amazon
EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) scheduled rule that triggers the Lambda function on a weekly basis. 

C. Enable Amazon DynamoDB Streams on the table. Use a stream to invoke an AWS Lambda function to delete items
older than a week from the DynamoDB table 

D. Enable TTL on the DynamoDB table and set a Number data type as the TTL attribute.DynamoDB will automatically
delete items that have a TTL that is less than the current time. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/TTL.html 
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QUESTION 5

A company is using 5 TB Amazon RDS DB instances and needs to maintain 5 years of monthly database backups for
compliance purposes. A Database Administrator must provide Auditors with data within 24 hours. Which solution will
meet these requirements and is the MOST operationally efficient? 

A. Create an AWS Lambda function to run on the first day of every month to take a manual RDS snapshot. Move the
snapshot to the company\\'s Amazon S3 bucket. 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function to run on the first day of every month to take a manual RDS snapshot. 

C. Create an RDS snapshot schedule from the AWS Management Console to take a snapshot every 30 days. 

D. Create an AWS Lambda function to run on the first day of every month to create an automated RDS snapshot. 

Correct Answer: A 

Unlike automated backups, manual snapshots aren\\'t subject to the backup retention period. Snapshots don\\'t expire.
For very long-term backups of MariaDB, MySQL, and PostgreSQL data, we recommend exporting snapshot data to
Amazon S3. If the major version of your DB engine is no longer supported, you can\\'t restore to that version from a
snapshot. https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/USER_CreateSnapshot.html 
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